Teaching, undoubtedly, is the best profession in the world. Some of your students may forget some of what you say, but they will never forget how you make them feel. Our training will encourage and support you to be the teacher you want to be. A personalised approach that will inspire you to inspire others.

Richard Gill NPQH, NLE, FRSA
(Chief Executive, The Arthur Terry Learning Partnership)
THE ARTHUR TERRY TEACHING SCHOOL ALLIANCE

“An innovative and collaborative approach to developing outstanding educators”

Recognised by Ofsted for the “Outstanding success of leaders in establishing good training”, we train a diverse range of people in over 25 primary and secondary schools within our alliance across the West Midlands. Additionally, we have a central training facility at The Arthur Terry School.

WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR?

We are recruiting highly motivated graduates, either straight out of university or those looking for a career change, with excellent subject knowledge and the ability to transmit this in an exciting and engaging way.

OUR TRAINING

Our programmes will allow you to achieve Qualified Teacher Status (QTS) as well as a Post Graduate Certificate in Education (PGCE) with 60 master’s-level credits.

Training sessions are hosted at The Arthur Terry School and other alliance schools, with access to student support and learning facilities at Birmingham City University. There is also the opportunity to consider employment with our partner schools the following year.

On the Secondary route, 45 hours of follow-up Subject Pedagogy sessions focus on the development of subject knowledge and how to deliver this in an engaging way.

The Primary route provides 15 days of training in the Core Curriculum (Mathematics, English and Science), 10 days of training in all Foundation subjects and 17 days of general professional studies.

Every Associate Teacher is assigned a PGCE tutor and a Subject Pedagogy Lead. Both are practising teachers, involved in research and development in their specialist subjects.

Our Associate Teachers experience at least two contrasting school placements, and work closely with a Learning Coach in the schools where they are based. A personalised programme enables you to make progress at a rate suited to your developmental needs.

WHY CHOOSE US?

- Qualified Teacher Status and a PGCE and master’s credits.
- Access to continued career development after completing the course.
- Master’s credits can contribute to a master’s in Teaching & Learning or Educational Leadership.
- Dedicated one day a week to come together with peers for developmental training workshops.
- Dedicated PGCE tutors and Subject Leads who provide personalised support and development.
- Subject Leads who are passionate about their subject, the pedagogical development of others and current practising teachers.
- Opportunities to learn more by sharing good practice across subject routes.
- Learning Coaches who are Outstanding practitioners.
- Our course is 100% school-based but still includes a PGCE.
- Training workshops are led by current practising teachers and Specialist Leaders in Education.
- Our Teaching School alliance includes a diverse range of local schools.
- All Associate Teachers have departed the course as Good or Outstanding over the last five years.
- High employment rate, many in our alliance schools.
- Advertisement of employment by alliance schools before public advertising.
- Excellent support for academic studies, action research and assignments.

SUBJECTS OFFERED

- Primary
- Secondary 11-16 (with Post-16 enhancement): Mathematics
  - English
  - Biology
  - Chemistry
  - Physics
  - Geography
  - History
  - Drama
  - Religious Education
  - Modern Foreign Languages (French and/or Spanish)
  - Physical Education
  - Computing*
  - Design and Technology*
  - Art and Design*
  - Music*

*School Direct with Birmingham City University.
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